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Sieve element | Teacher's pet A sieve is a device for separating solid matter from a fluid. The size,
shape, and arrangement of the sieve openings are selected to promote the separation of desired
particles from the fluid. Sieves are used in industry, such as oil refining, as well as in everyday life for
sifting flour or sugar. The separation of particles, or filtration, is a function of their size: particles
large or small can pass through the filter, while particles of intermediate size are retained. In the
manufacturing of paper, tobacco, and the foods industry, sieves are used to separate pulp and fibers
from water. As such, sieves are used in these industries as well. Sieves can be made from synthetic
materials, metal, clay, or stone. (more…) Teacher's pet (also known as Pet teacher and Teacher's Pet)
is a YouTube channel managed by Pete Davidson and Logan Paul, founded on January 27, 2013. The
channel has over 1.9 billion total video views. The channel contains various types of video including
review, movie, comedy and so on.
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NodeJS Express require: function not found I have a problem with my node app. I want to use two
modules, one from express and one from mongoose. My app.js looks like this: const express =
require('express'); const path = require('path'); const logger = require('morgan'); const bodyParser =
require('body-parser'); const cors = require('cors'); const mongoose = require('mongoose'); const db =
mongoose.connect('mongodb://localhost/test', { useNewUrlParser: true }); module.exports = { app:
express(), server: express(), bodyParser: bodyParser(), cors: cors(), logger: logger, mongoose:
mongoose }; Unfortunately I don't get an error message from the server. When I start the app I get an
"Error: Cannot find module'mongoose'" error. Why is that? Express.js documentation says, that the
function require() should be placed inside the module.exports object. The second module looks like
this: var mongoose = require('mongoose'); var Schema = mongoose.Schema; var embedschema = new
Schema({ userid: { type: Schema.Types.ObjectId, ref: 'User'}, relation: { type:
Schema.Types.ObjectId, ref: 'Relation' }, value: { type: Number, default 3da54e8ca3
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